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Cellular stress sensors are vital for health

and homeostasis. Lopes-Paciencia et al.

show that chromatin acts as an

oncogenic stress sensor, controlling the

decision between cell proliferation and

senescence. Oncogenic signals trigger

transcription factors, which open

chromatin and commit cells to

senescence, a commitment that persists

even after the initial stress subsides.
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SUMMARY
We identify a senescence restriction point (SeRP) as a critical event for cells to commit to senescence. The
SeRP integrates the intensity and duration of oncogenic stress, keeps a memory of previous stresses, and
combines oncogenic signals acting on different pathways by modulating chromatin accessibility. Chro-
matin regions opened upon commitment to senescence are enriched in nucleolar-associated domains,
which are gene-poor regions enriched in repeated sequences. Once committed to senescence, cells no
longer depend on the initial stress signal and exhibit a characteristic transcriptome regulated by a tran-
scription factor network that includes ETV4, RUNX1, OCT1, and MAFB. Consistent with a tumor suppressor
role for this network, the levels of ETV4 and RUNX1 are very high in benign lesions of the pancreas but
decrease dramatically in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas. The discovery of senescence commitment
and its chromatin-linked regulation suggests potential strategies for reinstating tumor suppression in hu-
man cancers.
INTRODUCTION

Cell number regulation hinges on cell fate determinations, en-

compassing proliferation, quiescence, cell death, and senes-

cence. These processes are vital for normal development, adult

physiology, and conditions characterized by abnormal cell prolif-

eration, such as cancer, or the buildup of senescent cells, as

observed in aging. Numerous extracellular factors influence

cell fate by modulating mitogenic pathways, notably the RAS-

MAPK pathway. The decision between proliferation and quies-

cence is believed to be controlled by a pivotal juncture known

as the restriction point (R). Beyond this point, cells no longer

rely on mitogens for proliferation because an intrinsic mitogenic

signal propels them into the proliferative phase.1 The molecular

mechanism that explains the actions at the restriction point in-

volves the activation of the cyclin-dependent kinases that inhibit

the retinoblastoma protein, leading to the expression of prolifer-

ation genes mediated to a large extent by the E2F transcription

factor (TF) family.2

The activation of the ERK pathway can lead to proliferation,

senescence, cell death, or differentiation. However, little is

known about the mechanisms that regulate these different
Cell Reports 43, 114044, Apri
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cell fate decisions. Previous work established that moderate

ERK signaling stimulates proliferation, whereas excessive

signaling triggers senescence.3,4 Here, we took advantage of

the conditional activation of oncogenic RAS to discover that

the proliferation-senescence decision is controlled by a

senescence restriction point (SeRP) beyond which RAS-ERK

signals are no longer required to enter senescence. At the mo-

lecular level, sustained and high ERK signaling engages a TF

network that leads to chromatin opening and the expression

of proinflammatory genes. This chromatin opening seems to

act as a memory print of oncogenic stresses that facilitates

the triggering of oncogene-induced senescence (OIS). Consis-

tent with a key role for TFs in mediating senescence commit-

ment, inactivation of certain TFs identified in this study re-

verted senescence-associated gene expression changes,

whereas their overexpression was sufficient to drive senes-

cence. Two of these TFs, ETV4 and RUNX1, were highly ex-

pressed in benign lesions of the pancreas, which contain se-

nescent cells5,6, and were downregulated in pancreatic

adenocarcinomas. This suggests that the SeRP could be

important for the tumor suppressor program occurring in early

pancreatic carcinogenesis in vivo. We thus propose that
l 23, 2024 Crown Copyright ª 2024 Published by Elsevier Inc. 1
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senescence is an epigenetically controlled response that inte-

grates signals from different oncogenes by increasing chro-

matin accessibility mostly in gene-poor regions of the

genome.
RESULTS

The senescence restriction point (SeRP) depends on the
duration and intensity of oncogenic signaling
To investigate how ERK signaling dynamics controls the entry

into senescence, we expressed the ligand-binding domain of

the estrogen receptor (ER) alone or fused to an oncogenic allele

(G12V) of HRAS (ER-RAS) in normal human diploid fibroblasts

(NHDFs) IMR90. The ER-RAS allele renders RAS-MAPK

signaling conditional to treatment with 4-hydroxytamoxifen

(4OHT), allowing the modulation of signaling intensity and dura-

tion.We first varied the time of ERK stimulation to determine how

long ERK signaling is required to commit cells to senescence

(Figure 1A). We found that stimulation of RAS-MAPK signaling

with 4OHT forR3 days engaged the cells to a stable proliferation

arrest, whereas shorter stimulation did not (Figure 1B). Of note,

after 3 days of stimulation, cells were negative for senescence-

associated b-galactosidase (SA-b-Gal) staining (Figure 1C),

had a moderate induction of p21, a slight reduction of the E2F

target MCM6 (Figure 1D), and had no increase in DNA damage

response (Figure 1E). However, cells induced for R3 days

were SA-b-Gal+ 6 days after ending ERK stimulation, whereas

cells induced for 1, 1.5, or 2 days were not (Figure 1F). These

cells also had a strong induction of p21 and reduction of

MCM6 (Figure 1G), indicating that they are fully senescent.

Together, these results define a time window in which cells are

still negative for senescence markers but already engaged to-
Figure 1. Commitment to RAS-induced senescence integrates duratio

(A) Schedules for activation and inactivation of ERK in the ER-RAS system.

(B) Representative growth curves of IMR90 cells infected with ER or ER-RAS, p

released (N= 4). Error bars represent SD. An unpaired t test with a 2-tailed p valu

(C) Percentage of SA-b-Gal+ cells at indicated time points of treatment for ER a

indicated by a dot. Error bars represent SD. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s co

performed. At least 3 3 100 cells were counted per condition per biological repl

(D) Representative western blot analysis of cells as in (C) at indicated times of tr

(E) Quantification of DNA damage foci represented by colocalization of 53BP1 and

biological replicates is shown with SD as error bars; ±200 cells counted per con

(F) Percentage of SA-b-Gal+ cells in cells pretreated for the indicated time and th

Error bars represent SD. One-way ANOVAwith Dunnett’s correction, followed by T

biological replicate.

(G) Representative western blot as in (D) but 6 days posttreatment release (N = 3

(H) Schematic representation of 4OHT treatments for the identification of the sene

(I) Percentage of relative growth after 7 days of ER and ER-RAS cells pretreated

replicate indicated by a dot. Error bars represent SD.

(J) Percentage of SA-b-Gal+ cells 6 days postrelease of treatment, in cells from (

biological replicate indicated by a red dot. Error bars represent SEM. The inset

restriction point as depicted by the bell curve.

(K) Same as in (I) but with cells pretreated for 5 days.

(L) Same as in (J) but with cells pretreated for 5 days. For (I)–(L), the p value was cal

RAS-expressing cells.

(M) A 2-dimensional Hill function (solid line with dots) is fitted to the experimental d

on-off mechanism of this bistable system at �3 days of 4OHT.

(N) A 3-dimensional Hill function is fitted to the data from (C), (F), (K), and (L). Equat

function. Passage through the SeRP represents a bistable mechanism.
ward senescence. Similar results were reproduced in MRC5,

another NHDF cell line (Figure S1).

In addition to duration, signaling strength can control cell fate

after ERK stimulation.7,8 To investigate the interplay between

signaling duration and intensity, we varied ERK signaling

strength in the ER-RAS system using different concentrations

of 4OHT. As a control, we validated that pERK levels were finely

tuned by different 4OHT concentrations at the single-cell level

(Figure S2A).We found that commitment to senescence required

concentrations >32 nM of 4OHT for 3 days (Figures 1H–1J).

However, upon a longer time of stimulation, weaker signals

also induced senescence (Figures 1K–1L). Therefore, cells inte-

grate both the duration and intensity of ERK signaling to commit

to cellular senescence (Figures 1M and 1N). The dynamics of

commitment as a function of the duration and amplitude of the

initial input fits a model of a bistable system controlled by both

signaling intensity (Hill coefficient n = 4.57) and signaling time

(Hill coefficient m = 7.06) (Figure 1N). Bistable switch-like re-

sponses were previously described for ERK-mediated matura-

tion in frog oocytes9 and imply that the system becomes ultra-

sensitive to small changes in the regulatory signal when a

certain threshold is attained. A hallmark of this behavior is an in-

crease in the variance during the transition point between the

two states,10 as seen in the inserts of Figures 1J and 1L.

To confirm the essential role of ERK kinases during the

commitment to senescence, we used the ERK inhibitor

SCH772984 or the MEK inhibitor AZD6244. As expected, both

drugs prevented the senescence commitment to ER-RAS acti-

vation when cotreated with 4OHT for 3 days (Figures S2B–

S2E). However, cells committed to senescence after 3–4 days

of ERK activation remained committed even if ERK signaling

was brought back to basal levels using the inhibitors

(Figures S2F–S2I). Thus, we concluded that oncogenic ERK
n and intensity of ERK signaling

retreated with vehicle (EtOH) or 100 nM 4OHT for the indicated time and then

e is indicated for each treatment, comparing ER (control) to ER-RAS.

nd ER-RAS-infected cells. N = 3, with the mean of each biological replicate

rrection, followed by Tukey’s honest significant difference (Tukey-HSD) were

icate.

eatment (N = 3).

gH2A.X Ser139 by immunofluorescence performed on cells as in (C). Mean of 2

dition (N= 2).

en released for 6 days, N = 3, with each replicate value indicated as a red dot.

ukey-HSDwere performed. At least 33 100 cells are counted per condition per

).

scence-engaging threshold point dependent on the intensity of ERK signaling.

for 3 days with a gradient of 4OHT. N = 3, with the mean of each biological

I) pretreated for 3 days with a gradient of 4OHT. N = 3, with the mean of each

shows the increased variance in percentage of SA-b-Gal at the commitment

culated by performing an unpaired t test between 1- and 8-nM conditions in ER-

ata (dashed line) from (C), (F), (K), and (L). The sigmoidal Hill function shows the

ion fit and parameters of the Hill function are calculated using Python’s curve_fit
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Figure 2. Commitment to RAS-induced senescence is integrated at the chromatin level by ERK2 kinases

(A) Schematic representation of the experiment performed in (B) and (C). IMR90 cells expressing either ER or ER-RASwere treatedwith 100 nM4OHT by pulses of

24 h, each separated by 3 days.

(B) Percentage of SA-b-Gal+ cells for cells described in (A). N = 3, with the mean of each biological replicate indicated by a dot. Error bars represent SD. One-way

ANOVA with Dunnett’s correction, followed by Tukey-HSD were performed.

(legend continued on next page)
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signaling needs to be maintained long enough to trigger the

senescence commitment checkpoint beyond which ERK activa-

tion is no longer essential to induce senescence. Together, these

results define an SeRP that can help to distinguish between sig-

nals that are physiological and transient from those potentially

procancer coming from mutant oncoproteins.

Memory and integration of aberrant signaling
Bistable systems respond to stimuli depending on their history, a

phenomenon known as hysteresis.11 For this reason, we next

investigated whether cells retain a trace of aberrantly high

RAS-MAPK activation. We induced ER-RAS in short pulses of

24 h separated by 3 days of release that included replating the

cells. Commitment to senescence was induced by 3 days of

consecutive RAS activation as before or by 3 days of cumulative

RAS activation (3 pulses of 24 h), but not by 2 pulses of 24 h, indi-

cating that cells remember aberrant ERK signaling for several

days after the initial stimulation (Figures 2A–2C). We confirmed

that both the expression of the ER-RAS transgene and the levels

of phospho-ERK (p-ERK) were almost completely renormalized

upon 3 days of release and replating of cells (Figure 2D), vali-

dating that the observed results were not a result of continued

ERK signaling. A memory of aberrant signaling is important to

trigger senescence because the molecular trace of aberrant

signaling could provide an opportunity to integrate different

oncogenic signals.

To investigate whether aberrant ERK signaling combines with

additional oncogenic stimuli to induce senescence, we activated

ERK using ER-RAS in MYC-expressing cells (Figure S3A). As

before, 3 days of RAS activation triggered growth arrest and

senescence in control cells that do not express MYC. However,

activating ER-RAS for only 1 or 2 days in MYC-expressing cells

also induced a lasting growth arrest accompanied by a charac-

teristic hypertrophic morphology of senescent cells, an increase

in p21, a decrease in phospho-H3 levels and Ki67, and an in-
(C) Relative growth over 7 days of cells described in (A). N = 3, with the mean of e

ANOVA with Dunnett’s correction, followed by Tukey-HSD were performed.

(D) Representative western blot performed on whole-cell lysates from cells depic

(E) Representative MNase assay was performed on IMR90 cells expressing ER o

(F) Quantification of MNase assays performed in (E) indicating the net percentage

dot. Error bars represent SEM. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s correction, follo

(G) Schematic representation of experiments for (H)–(J). IMR90 cells infected with

for 2 days with 5 mM NaBu starting at day 1 postinfection.

(H) Representative western blot, performed on whole-cell lysates from cells dep

(I) Relative growth over 10 days of cells from (G). N = 3, with the mean of each bio

with Dunnett’s correction, followed by Tukey-HSD were performed.

(J) Percentage of SA-b-Gal+ cells in cells depicted in (G). N = 3, with the mean of

ANOVA with Dunnett’s correction, followed by Tukey-HSD were performed.

(K) Schematic representation of experiments in (L)–(P). IMR90 cells expressing e

followed or not by 24 h of 100 nM 4OHT to assess the possibility of shifting the S

(L) Representative western blot performed on whole-cell lysates from cells depic

(M) Percentage of relative growth after 7 days of release of cells from (K). N = 5

represent SD. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s correction, followed by Tukey-

treatment regimens within ER or ER-RAS conditions.

(N) Percentage of SA-b-Gal+ cells for cells depicted in (K). N = 3, with the mean of

ANOVAwith Dunnett’s correction, followed by Tukey-HSDwere performed, comp

ER-RAS conditions.

(O) Representative MNase assay performed on cells shown in (K); N = 3.

(P) Quantification of MNase assays performed in (O) indicating the net percentag

Error bars represent SEM. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s correction, followed
crease in inflammatory cytokine expression (Figures S3B–S3I).

Furthermore, activating ERK with 4OHT triggered sensitivity to

the senolytic agent ABT-263 in MYC-expressing cells, whereas

ER-RAS vector cells even after 3 days of 4OHT treatment were

not sensitive to this agent (Figure S3B). This confirms that ERK

and MYC signaling cooperate to trigger senescence. Intrigu-

ingly, RAS and MYC cooperation for senescence induction

was not dependent on an increased intensity of ERK activation

(Figure S3C). Instead, MYC overexpression importantly reduced

basal ERK signaling. This result highly suggests that the integra-

tion of oncogenic signals occurs downstream of ERK, most

probably at the chromatin level where both MYC and ERK sig-

nals converge.12,13

To investigate the overall chromatin conformation at senes-

cence commitment, we first used MNase assays. We found a

sudden increase in chromatin opening just before the time of

commitment (Figures 2E and 2F). We previously showed that in-

activating ERK2 bypassed RAS-induced senescence, allowing

malignant transformation.3 Interestingly, the addition of the his-

tone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor sodium butyrate (NaBu) dur-

ing the transformation of primary cells by RAS activation and

ERK depletion (shERK2) (Figure 2G) restored senescence and in-

hibited transformation (Figures 2H–2J). NaBu alone did not

induce senescence in control vector cells or in cells transformed

by E1A and RAS, and therefore is not acting as a non-specific

senescence inducer. Thus, we concluded that the tumor sup-

pressor role of ERK2 in RAS-induced senescence depends, at

least in part, on its ability to mediate chromatin opening. In other

words, chromatin opening can substitute for excessive ERK sig-

nals to suppress RAS-dependent transformation. In agreement

with this idea, treating cells with NaBu shortened the commit-

ment window of ER-RAS cells (Figures 2K–2N) from 3 days to

1 day of signaling without increasing the expression of the trans-

gene (Figure 2L). Moreover, this was associated with an earlier

opening of the chromatin (Figures 2O and 2P). This suggested
ach biological replicate indicated by a dot. Error bars represent SD. One-way

ted in (A); N = 3.

r ER-RAS and treated with vehicle or 100 nM 4OHT for indicated times; N= 3.

of chromatin opening. N = 4, with each biological value represented as a black

wed by Tukey-HSD were performed.

hTERT and vector or HRAS and shNTC or shERK2 (nos. 94 or 95) were treated

icted in (G); N = 2.

logical replicate indicated by a dot. Error bars represent SD. One-way ANOVA

each biological replicate indicated by a dot. Error bars represent SD. One-way

ither ER or ER-RAS were treated for 24 h with 5 mM of HDAC inhibitor NaBu

eRP window.

ted in (K); N = 2.

, with the mean of each biological replicate represented as a dot. Error bars

HSD were performed, comparing vehicle 3-day condition to all of the other

each biological replicate indicated by a dot. Error bars represent SD. One-way

aring vehicle 3-day condition to all of the other treatment regimens within ER or

e of chromatin opening. N = 3, with each biological value represented as a dot.

by Tukey-HSD were performed.
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Figure 3. ATAC-seq analysis of senescence commitment

(A) Heatmap showing DARs common to cells expressing ER-RAS for 1.5 days (uncommitted), 3 days (committed), and 12 days (senescent); N = 3.

(B–D) Pie charts for genome-wide distribution of DARs.

(legend continued on next page)
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an active role for chromatin opening in mediating commitment to

senescence.

To further support a role for chromatin opening in the commit-

ment at the SeRP, we looked at the chromatin both in cells where

commitment changes as a function of ERK activation by different

concentrations of 4OHT and in cells that committed to senes-

cence earlier due to the combined expression of MYC and

RAS. We found that to attain the levels of chromatin opening

we obtained after treatment with a high concentration of 4OHT

for 3 days (Figures 2E and 2F), low concentrations of 4OHT

required 5 days of treatment (Figures S2J and S2K). In addition,

we found that cells expressing both RAS and MYC have more

open chromatin than cells expressing each oncogene alone

(Figures S3J and S3K).

The cooperation between RAS and MYC to open chromatin

and induce senescence seems to contrast with early studies in

murine fibroblasts that showed that these oncogenes cooperate

to transform primary cells.14 However, this cooperation was later

shown to be dependent on p53 inactivation to avoid Myc-

induced apoptosis.15 To further clarify this point, we interrogated

90,354 samples from 87,240 cancer patients in the cBioPortal for

KRAS and MYC mutations. The data show that KRAS and MYC

alterations (mutations and amplifications) preferentially exclude

one another as is expected by signals that cooperate to trigger

a senescence tumor suppressor response (Figure S3L). Taken

together, the data suggest that commitment to senescence is

mediated by chromatin opening, which acts as a mechanism

to integrate both the intensity and the duration of oncogenic sig-

nals (Figure S3M).

The chromatin of repeated sequences and nucleolar-
associated domains (NADs) gains accessibility upon
commitment to senescence
Having identified the chromatin opening associated with the

commitment to RAS-induced senescence, we went on to iden-

tify which genomic regions were targeted by this mechanism.

Thus, we performed the assay for transposase-accessible chro-

matin with sequencing (ATAC-seq) to identify the differentially

accessible regions (DARs) between uncommitted cells (day

1.5), committed cells (day 3), and already-senescent cells (day

12). Principal-component analysis (PCA) analysis clearly showed

that each of these stages has distinctive patterns of chromatin

exposition (Figure S4A). A heatmap including 714 common

DARs (open and closed) showed 3 clusters (I–III) representing re-

gions open in uncommitted, committed, and senescent cells,

respectively. Interestingly, committed cells display open peaks

across most of these clusters (Figure 3A). Moreover, a heatmap

focusing on all 1,533 unique open DARs shows that committed

cells have many open peaks in common with both senescence
(E) Violin plots of average log2fold change (FC) distribution of open regions betwe

(blue) with NADs (left) or LADs (right). The Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to c

(F) As in (E) but comparing open regions between day 12 and day 1.5.

(G) Integrative Genomics Browser snapshot depicting representative ATAC-seq

location of different families of repeated sequences.

(H) HOMER de novo motif analysis of open peaks at day 3 in comparison with d

mulative binomial distribution adjusted for multiple testing with the Benjamini-H

background of sequences was 140,529.
and uncommitted cells, which is consistent with a wider distribu-

tion of exposed chromatin during commitment (Figure S4B).

Interestingly, the regions open on day 1.5 were also open on

day 3 and were closed on day 12. Also, the regions open on

day 12 were closed on day 1.5, but many of them were also

open on day 3 (Figure S4B). These results suggest that

committed cells are in a transition state of chromatin rearrange-

ment between uncommitted and senescent cells.

Gene Ontology analysis using g-profiler and hypergeometric

optimization of motif enrichment (HOMER) indicates that closed

DARs in senescent cells in comparison with uncommitted cells

were near many genes in ALK and RHO signaling pathways (Fig-

ure S4C). Also, closed peaks were associated with the cell cycle

(logP �55.5) and mitosis (logP �51.4), and open peaks were

associated with axon guidance (logP �29.6) and growth factor

signaling (i.e., vascular endothelial growth factor, logP �17.48).

Closed DARs in committed cells in comparison with uncommit-

ted cells revealed significant enrichment near genes for Robo

signaling (logP �10.7) and cell junction (logP �10.01). Regions

that were specifically open due to commitments relative to un-

committed cells were closed to genes controlling collagen

degradation (logP �13.18). Volcano plots for the comparisons

between day 3 vs. day 1.5 and day 12 vs. day 1.5 summarize

the top genes near open or closed DARs. Note that committed

cells have much more open regions than closed regions, which

indicates again a more accessible chromatin (Figures S4D

and S4E).

Genome ontology analysis of open DARs between committed

and uncommitted cells revealed that most of themmapped to in-

tergenic regions and introns (Figures 3B and 3C). A similar obser-

vation was made for senescent vs. uncommitted cells explaining

the modest match of ATAC-seq peaks with classic senescence

signatures. However, DARs open in committed cells relative to

senescent cells were differently distributed and included a higher

proportion of gene promoters (Figure 3D), reflecting the fact that

committed cells are still proliferating and express cell-cycle

genes. Studies on chromatin accessibility during replicative

senescence concluded that gene-poor NADs and lamin-associ-

ated domains (LADs) were largely responsible for more open

chromatin in senescent cells.16 In line with this investigation,

peaks that coincided with NADs and LADs in committed cells ex-

hibited higher openness compared to uncommitted cells.

Excluding peaks associated with NADs or LADs eliminated the

differences between these cell stages (Figure 3E). Similarly,

when comparing senescent cells (day 12) to uncommitted cells

(day 1.5), peaks excluded from NADs and LADs showed a

decreased level of openness compared to peaks overlapping

with NADs and LADs (Figure 3F). Several examples of commit-

ment-specific peaks are shown in Figure 3G displaying their
en day 3 and day 1.5 for all ATAC-seq peaks that are excluded (red) or overlap

ompare the distributions of log2FC values between day 3 and day 1.5.

signals in committed cells in comparison with uncommitted cells showing the

ay 1.5. Motif enrichment was calculated with HOMER software using the cu-

ochberg method. The total target of sequences used was 1,911 and the total

Cell Reports 43, 114044, April 23, 2024 7



Figure 4. The transcriptome of cells committed to senescence

(A) Heatmap clustering of the top 100most significant genes based on an adjusted p value (padj) ranking at 30 h (1.5 days) or 72 h (3 days) of ER-RAS activation in

IMR90.

(B) Volcano plot of all of the genes in the RNA-seq data. Blue and red, significant geneswith padj < 0.01; gray, non-significant geneswith padj > 0.01; genes in blue

are decreased at 3 days and genes in red are increased at 3 days.

(legend continued on next page)
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association with transposons and repeated sequences. Taken

together, these results underscore an important role of

NADs, LADs, and non-coding regions in the commitment to

senescence.

The transcriptome of senescence-committed cells
reveals a TF network that regulates senescence
Since the commitment to senescence was linked to the state of

the chromatin, we next sought to identify the TFs acting down-

stream of ERK signaling that regulate the process. We used two

strategies to do so. First, we performed motif analysis using

HOMER on our ATAC-seq data. HOMER identified several mo-

tifs associated with open peaks in committed cells. The most

significant motif can be bound by the leucine zipper TFs of the

b-ZIP family, including CEBPa�d, MAFB, HLF, and NFIL3 (Fig-

ure 3H). CEBP-b and other TFs of this family have already been

linked to senescence.17 Other motifs have similarities to other

TF binding sites, including several senescence regulators

such as MNX1,18 BCL6,19 NOTCH1/RBPJ, and MEIS120; the

IRF family21; and SMAD3.22 Second, we compared the tran-

scriptome of cells where the RAS-ERK pathway was stimulated

for 30 h (uncommitted; 1.5 days) with the one from cells stimu-

lated for 72 h (committed; 3 days). Clustering of gene expression

using the top 100 most significant genes revealed a clear

distinction between cells where RAS-ERK signaling was acti-

vated for 1.5 days vs. cells stimulated for 3 days (Figure 4A). In-

ter- and intragroup variability were assessed both by calculating

Pearson’s correlation coefficients (Figure S5A) and by PCA (Fig-

ure S5B), showing that the gene expression pattern differs be-

tween uncommitted and committed cells. The most significant

differentially expressed genes are summarized in Figure 4B.

Functional annotation of gene expression changes using gene

set enrichment analysis (GSEA) and Database for Annotation,

Visualization, and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) revealed that

the major differences between committed and uncommitted

cells concerned factors related to the proinflammatory secre-

tome associated with senescence (SASP) (Figures 4C–4E and

S5C–S5E). Intriguingly, the chromatin of genes coding for in-

flammatory cytokines (SASP) that were found to be highly ex-

pressed in committed cells compared to uncommitted cells

was open at both cell stages (Figure S4F). This suggests that

SASP genes are likely locally primed and opened by a pioneer

factor before commitment to RAS-induced senescence and

that recruitment of other specific TFs leads to their quick tran-

scription, as is observed with hormone-regulated transcrip-

tional programs.23,24 Intriguingly, the SASP wave seemed to

be temporally centered around the time of commitment

(Figures S5F and S5G). Furthermore, among the main signa-
(C and D) GSEA using 1,000 gene set permutations on all of the genes with padj

(E) Functional annotation clustering using DAVID version 6.8 for all significantly u

(F) Same as in (E) but for downregulated genes with an FC R2.

(G and H) GSEA analysis with the same parameters as in (C) and (D).

(I) DiRE analysis for identification of distant regulatory elements performed on up

(J) Same as in (I) for all upregulated genes with at least 100 reads. DiRE analyse

(K) Representative western blot of whole-cell lysates from IMR90 cells expressin

period; N = 3.

(L) RT-qPCR for cytokine mRNAs in IMR90 ER-RAS treated for 3 days versus 1.5

with the mean of each biological replicate indicated by a black dot. An unpaired
tures for downregulated genes in committed cells was centro-

mere/condensed chromosome (Figure 4F), suggesting decon-

densation and increased chromatin accessibility, as observed

in Figures 2 and 3. Also, committed cells have a reduced

expression of genes involved in cell division (Figure 4F) and a

high expression of genes in cytokine signaling and metabolism

(Figures 4D and 4F).

GSEA revealed that uncommitted cells seemed to rely on a

serum response factor (SRF)-dependent transcription known

to induce immediate-early genes such as FOS, whereas

committed cells seemed to rely on an activator protein 1 (AP1)-

dependent transcription (Figures 4G and 4H). Multiple TFs likely

controlling these gene expression changes were identified using

the bioinformatics platform DiRE (Figures 4I and 4J). Among

them, nuclear factor (NF)-kB,25 CCAAT-enhancer-binding pro-

tein (C/EBP),17,26 AP1,27 and E26 transformation-specific (ETS)

family TF28 were already linked to senescence. We validated

the activation of NF-kB using immunoblots for phosphorylated

p65 (Figure 4K) and the expression of several cytokine genes

by RT-qPCR (Figure 4L). Overall, the analysis of ATAC-seq and

the transcriptome identified a common set of transcriptional reg-

ulators of senescence commitment.

To study the role of the TFs linked to commitment, we next

interrogated the effects of overexpression or knockdown of

those not yet linked to the senescence program. The overex-

pression of four of these TFs, namely ETV4, RUNX1, OCT1A,

andMAFB, induced stable growth arrest (Figure 5A) andmultiple

senescence biomarkers such as increased SA-b-Gal, p53, reti-

noblastoma (RB) activation, promyelocytic leukemia (PML)

bodies, and SASP, without DNA damage accumulation

(Figures 5B–5G) in normal human fibroblasts IMR90. Interest-

ingly, these factors were individually sufficient to promote chro-

matin opening 3 days after their enforced expression in primary

fibroblasts (Figures 5H–5J), suggesting they could play an active

role in chromatin opening during the SeRP. Of note, chromatin

alterations such as increased accessibility are known to activate

ataxia-telangiectasia mutated, and therefore the p53 pathway in

the absence of DNA damage.29–31 It is worth mentioning that the

failure to induce senescence by some TFs when overexpressed

alone may be due to the lack of partners or posttranslational

modifications. Nevertheless, the data are consistent with the

activation of a core regulatory network of TFs including but prob-

ably not limited to ETV4, RUNX1, OCT1A, and MAFB

(Figures S5H and S5I), which initiate senescence. Genes coding

for inflammatory cytokines have promoter binding sites for many

of these TFs (Figures S5H, S5J, and S5K), explaining why they

dominate the differential gene expression profile between

committed and non-committed cells. Individual knockdown of
< 0.05.

pregulated genes at 3 days.

regulated genes with an at least 5-FC and 100 sequencing reads.

s were performed for genes with padj % 0.05.

g ER-RAS and treated with vehicle (EtOH) or 100 nM 4OHT for the indicated

days with 100 nM 4OHT. Graphs represent the log2 of mean FC and SD. N = 3,

t test with a 2-tailed p value is indicated.
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Figure 5. Overexpression of TFs whose signature is enriched during commitment induces senescence

(A) Representative growth curve of IMR90 cells infected with constructs for the overexpression of indicated TFs and plated for experiments at day 7 postinfection.

Error bars represent SD. One-way ANOVAwith Dunnett’s correction, followed by Tukey-HSDwere performed, comparing each condition to vector control; N = 3.

(B) Colony assay performed on cells as in (A). Growth was normalized on day 0 from the growth curve plated in parallel. N = 3, with the mean of each biological

replicate indicated by a red dot. Error bars represent SEM. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s correction, followed by Tukey-HSD were performed.

(C) Percentage of SA-b-Gal+ cells for conditions as in (A). N = 3, with the mean of each biological replicate indicated by a red dot. Error bars represent SEM. One-

way ANOVA with Dunnett’s correction, followed by Tukey-HSD were performed.

(D) Representative western blot performed on whole-cell lysates from the same cells as in (A); N = 3.

(legend continued on next page)
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these TFs reduced the expression of many cytokine genes (Fig-

ure S5L) but did not prevent growth arrest (data not shown), sug-

gesting that they act as a network.

Commitment correlates with chromatin enrichment of
the TFs regulating senescence
The dynamics of cells transitioning to a commitment point

are consistent with bistable switch mechanisms previously

described for oocyte maturation9 and the mammalian cell-cycle

restriction point.32 The latter depends on positive feedback regu-

lation of the E2F family of TFs.32 Thus, we next sought to find ev-

idence of sustained expression of the TFs we found regulating

the commitment to senescence. At the mRNA level, only

MAFB expression increased substantially by the time of commit-

ment (Figure 6A). However, protein levels of ETV4, RUNX1,

OCT1, and MAFB increased in chromatin fractions at the time

of commitment and remained so, up to 11 days after, when cells

were fully senescent (Figure 6B). However, the levels of ETV4

and RUNX1 in whole-cell lysates did not change at the time of

commitment (Figure 6C), suggesting that increased binding of

senescence-regulating TFs to chromatin links ERK signaling to

senescence commitment. Moreover, the levels of both ETV4

and RUNX1 increased at postcommitment times both at the pro-

tein and mRNA levels (Figures 6C–6E), suggesting that self-sus-

taining regulatory loops like those described for the E2F factors

maintain cells committed to senescence.32We also looked at the

localization of ETV4 and RUNX1 in cells that entered RAS-

induced senescence and found an increase in their nuclear local-

ization in comparison with control growing cells (Figures 6F and

6G). In cultures of senescent cells, 35 days postinduction of

oncogenic RAS expression, some cells spontaneously escape

from senescence and regrow. Interestingly, these cells lost the

ability to sustain both ETV4 and RUNX1 levels (Figure 6C), sug-

gesting that combined loss of the expression of senescence reg-

ulatory TFs may underpin the escape from senescence and ma-

lignant transformation.

In multiple cancers, ETV4 and RUNX1 are upregulated,33,34

raising the question about how senescence is avoided in those

tumors. To gain insights into themechanisms that bypass senes-

cence in cells expressing core senescence TFs, we used the on-

coproteins E6 and E7 from the human papillomavirus to disable

the p53 and the RB tumor suppressor pathways.35 Both in

IMR90 and MRC5 fibroblasts, either E6 or E7 was sufficient to

revert the senescent phenotype. However, E6 had a stronger ef-

fect than E7 to inhibit the growth arrest induced by ETV4

(Figures S6A–S6D), suggesting a more important role for p53

activation in maintaining ETV4-induced growth arrest. Also, E6

or E7 alone was less efficient than the combination to revert
(E) Quantification of DNA damage foci represented by immunofluorescent coloc

OCT1A, or MAFB compared to control vector at day 12 postinfection. N = 2 with

(F) Quantification of PML nuclear bodies (PML-NBs) in cells as in (E). Mean of 2

(G) RT-qPCR was performed on the same cells as in (E). Each column represent

(H) Representative western blot of whole-cell lysates from IMR90 cells overexp

(murine stem cell virus); N = 2.

(I) Representative MNase assay performed on cells as in (H), at day 3 postinfect

(J) Quantification of MNase assays performed in (I). N = 4 with the mean of each

Whitney (Wilcoxon rank-sum) test with continuity correction with a 95% confiden
the senescent phenotype (Figures S6A–S6H), highlighting the

capability of ETV4 to activate both pathways.

ETV4 restores senescence in cells that escape from
therapy-induced senescence (TIS)
Although senescence is disabled in cancer cells, the process can

be restored by anticancer chemotherapy. This TIS is a double-

edged sword because in some cases it fuels the emergence of

malignant clones that are resistant to chemotherapy.36 We next

askedwhether ETV4, acting as a core senescence TF, can restore

senescence in cells that escaped from it. Thus, we first induced

senescence in the pancreatic cancer cell line KP4 using the

drug combination known as FOLFIRINOX.37 Then, we observed

cells that circumvented FIS (FOLFIRINOX-induced senescence)

16 days after cessation of treatment (Figures S7A). FIS was char-

acterized by increased SA-b-Gal, p21, p-ERK, ETV4, RUNX1, and

DNA damage (Figures S7B–S7D). Interestingly, the expression

levels of ETV4, RUNX1, and p-ERK were increased during the se-

nescent phenotype and returned to basal levels in cells that

escaped from FIS (Figure S7C). We then increased ETV4 expres-

sion in escapers cells and control cells and rechallenged them

with FOLFIRINOX (Figure S7E). As before, FOLFIRINOX induced

senescence in control cells but less so in escapers, which became

resistant to it. However, upon expression of ETV4 in escapers, the

response to FOLFIRINOX was partially restored since many cells

reentered senescence and fewer cells escaped from it

(Figures S7F–S7I). Finally, we wanted to assess whether chro-

matin opening mediated by NaBu treatment could potentialize

FOLFIRINOX efficiency, thereby increasing the penetrance of

the senescent phenotype. Todo so,wepretreatedcellswith either

vehicle or NaBu for 24 h, followed by treatment with suboptimal

concentrations of the drugs in the FOLFIRINOX regimen (0.353

and 0.53, compared to the previous 13 experiment). We found

that theHDAC inhibitorwas able to improve both the growth arrest

and the percentage of SA-b-Gal+ cells in FOLFIRINOX-treated

cells (Figures S7J–S7L), emphasizing the importanceof chromatin

opening for tumor suppression.

ETV4 and RUNX1 are highly expressed in premalignant
lesions of the pancreas and downregulated in
pancreatic adenocarcinomas
To study whether the TF network that mediates commitment to

RAS-induced senescence in human fibroblasts plays a role in vivo

in human cancers,we chose to study pancreatic ductal adenocar-

cinoma (PDAC).PDAC is initiatedbyKRASmutations,and thepro-

cess of OIS acts as an initial barrier to the progression of these tu-

mors. Low-grade dysplasia of these tumors, known as pancreatic

intraepithelial neoplasia (PanIN 1–2), or low-grade intraductal
alization of 53BP1 and gH2A.X in IMR90 cells overexpressing ETV4, RUNX1,

SD as error bars (only shown in 1 direction).

biological replicates is shown, with SD as error bars.

s the mean of a different biological replicate; N= 3.

ressing ETV4, RUNX1, OCT1A, or MAFB compared to control vector MSCV

ion; N= 4.

biological replicate identified by a black dot. Error bars represent SEM. Mann-

ce interval using null hypothesis m0 = m0 = 0.0 was performed.
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Figure 6. ETV4 and RUNX1 binding to chromatin increases during commitment to senescence, leading to nuclear accumulation and an

increase in their levels

(A) Relative number of reads in the RNA-seq data for each of the identified committing TFs. Themean of the 3 biological replicates is shown, with themean of each

replicate as a dot and SD as error bars. An unpaired t test with a 2-tailed p value is indicated.

(B) Representative western blot of purified chromatin fractions from IMR90 cells expressing ER-RAS and treated with vehicle (Veh) for 11 days or with 100 nM

4OHT for 1, 3, 5, 7, or 11 days; N = 2.

(C) Representative western blot with whole-cell lysates from a time course experiment in IMR90 cells expressing constitutive HRAS-G12V or empty control

vector; N = 2.

(D and E) ETV4 (D) and (E) RUNX1 mRNA levels measured by RT-qPCR in IMR90 infected with empty control vector or HRAS-G12V. Results shown on day 12

postinfection. N = 4 for ETV4, N = 3 for RUNX1, with SD as error bars for both. An unpaired t test with a 2-tailed p value is indicated.

(F and G) Representative image of immunofluorescence staining for ETV4 and RUNX1 in IMR90 cells expressing control empty vector or constitutive HRAS-G12V

for 12 days; N = 3.
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papillarymucinous neoplasm (IPMN), contain senescent cells that

disappear when they progress to higher-grade dysplasia such as

PanIN 3, high-grade IPMN, and PDAC.5,38–40 Consistent with the

presence of senescent cells in low-grade precursors, we found

that both ETV4 (Figures 7A–7C) and RUNX1 (Figures 7D–7F)

were highly expressed in the nucleus of low-grade IPMN and

PanIN cells. As lesions progressed into high-grade dysplasia,

bothETV4andRUNX1 levelswereattenuated. Finally, PDACsam-

ples had almost a complete loss of signal of both TFs.Of note, loss

ofETV4andRUNX1wasevenmorepronounced inpoorlydifferen-

tiated PDAC, which are more aggressive lesions, compared to

well-differentiated (WD)PDAC (Figure 7). In addition, ETV4nuclear

localization was lost upon progression to PDAC (Figures 7A and
12 Cell Reports 43, 114044, April 23, 2024
7B). Further proof that ETV4+ and RUNX1+ cells in benign lesions

were senescent was obtained by staining the lesions for p21

(Figures 7A and 7D). Taken together, our results support the idea

that changes in chromatin accessibility triggered by TFs such as

ETV4 and RUNX1, acting self-sustainably downstream of acti-

vatedoncogenes, define the commitment to senescence. Further-

more, this chromatin opening acts as a critical component of the

protective senescent tumor suppressor response.

DISCUSSION

Our study reveals a cellular mechanism called SeRP, which acts

as a checkpoint for integrating signals that could lead to
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(legend on next page)
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malignant transformation. Once cells pass this point, they

commit to entering senescence. The transition through the

SeRP is akin to a switch, influenced by both the strength and

duration of oncogenic signaling. This dual control allows cells

to differentiate normal signals from oncogenic ones effectively.

The SeRP transition exhibits characteristics of ultrasensitivity,

a feature shared with other cellular decision mechanisms such

as oocyte maturation in frogs9 and the cell-cycle restriction

point.32 Ultrasensitive processes suggest molecular memory,

enabling cells to integrate and recall previous signaling events.11

Our findings indicate that cells can retain a memory of aberrant

ERK signaling events or integrate oncogenic signals from RAS

and MYC oncogenes. This ability is crucial because without it,

cells may not trigger senescence when multiple mutations acti-

vate moderately signaling pathways that alone are insufficient

to induce senescence but together can drive transformation.

We then showed that oncogenic signals leading to senescence

commitment did not converge at the level of ERK activation but

downstream of it via increasing chromatin accessibility. This

finding is in line with the extensive chromatin opening docu-

mented in cells already senescent by oncogenic RAS signaling.41

The genomic locations of the most significantly open chromatin

regions during commitment were then identified using ATAC-

seq, and they correspond to NADs and LADs, which are gene-

poor regions containing repeated sequences. These findings

align with a gradual chromatin opening observed in NADs and

LADs during serial passage, leading to replicative senescence.16

They also support findings of chromatin opening and transposon

reactivation in senescent cells.42,43 We suggest that this gradual

opening of chromatin is the result of the action of TFs such as

C/EBPb, RBPJ, ETV4, RUNX1,MAFB, andOCT1, which are acti-

vated by oncogenic signaling but also sufficient on their own to

trigger senescence. Of note, it is also plausible that other re-

ported mechanisms of chromatin opening in senescent cells

play a role. These include NOTCH-driven HMGA1 downregula-

tion,41 downregulation of HMGB2,44 degradation of HDACs,45

and DNA hypomethylation.46 We view chromatin opening as an

ultrasensitive process acting at the three-dimensional (3D) ultra-

structure level, affecting chromatin topology and homeostasis,

and thus disrupting crucial processes that ultimately trigger the

SeRP when a certain threshold of chromatin decondensation is

reached in regions such as NADs. Indeed, one could imagine

that euchromatinization of NADs could affect the phase separa-

tion of nucleoli with nucleoplasm that is mediated by perinucleo-

lar heterochromatin composed of NADs.47,48 This could lead to

nucleoli coalescence and impaired ribosome biogenesis,49 as

seen in senescent cells.35 This view is consistentwithprevious re-

sults showing changes in 3D-chromatin conformation in senes-

cent cells.44,50,51 Hence, at the cellular level, commitment to
Figure 7. ETV4 and RUNX1 levels are high in human pancreatic benign

(A) Immunohistochemical staining of human pancreatic tissues with anti-ETV4 a

cancer lesions are shown. Insets: enlarged representative regions. The number o

poorly differentiated; WD, well differentiated.

(B and C) Scoring of nuclear ETV4 (B) or cytoplasmic (C) staining in epithelial cell

been considered (0: none; 1: low; 2: moderate; 3: high). The mean percentage o

(D) Staining as in (A) but for RUNX1.

(E and F) Nuclear (E) or cytoplasmic (F) staining scoring as in (B) and (C), but for

14 Cell Reports 43, 114044, April 23, 2024
senescencemay signify the adoption of distinct chromatin struc-

tures in response to deregulated TF activity.

We identified TFs that are sufficient to trigger senescence,

indicating that they are critical to commit aberrantly stressed

cells to senescence. The core TFs for senescence commitment

in response to oncogenic RAS we identified here (ETV4, RUNX1,

OCT1, and MAFB) and others identified in other laboratories

(AP1,27 NF-kB,25,52 ETS,28 and STAT553) are often upregulated

in human cancers. We propose that their prosenescence role

is linked to their action in recruiting chromatin openers, which

disrupt the functions of the heterochromatin54,55 and activate

p5329–31 and RB,56–58 the tumor suppressors that execute

senescence. Of note, the individual inactivation of the TFs medi-

ating commitment did not inhibit senescence likely because the

lack of a single factor can be compensated by others in the

network.

Furthermore, cancers may also avoid the prosenescence ac-

tivity of the TF network by reducing their expression, as shown

here in human PDAC samples, by disabling tumor suppressors

acting downstream or by reducing chromatin accessibility.

Consistent with our proposed role for chromatin opening con-

trolling the SeRP, several histone acetyltransferases59–61 and

histone demethylases are required for senescence.58,62 Along

the same line, several transcriptional repressors can inhibit

senescence and are among the most powerful oncogenes found

in human cancers.56,63–65 This raises the question of whether

cancer cells avoid triggering the SeRP by disabling their ability

to keep a memory of oncogenic threats through modulation of

chromatin accessibility. Our work leads us to reconsider current

antitumor therapeutic strategies that aim to directly modulate the

amplitude of MAPK signaling using inhibitors or agonists.

Indeed, since ERK kinases have multiple antagonistic functions

in the cell, and their basal levels vary significantly between cell

types, such a strategy is likely to have undesirable effects.

Consequently, several MAPK pathway inhibitors have been

linked to chemoresistance.66 Therefore, a potentially safer alter-

native strategy to consider would be to attempt to phenocopy

the tumor-suppressive functional consequence associated

with the SeRP—an increase in chromatin accessibility, rather

than trying tomodulate upstream signaling to achieve this effect.

This strategy could even be considered in combination with

cytotoxic chemotherapeutic agents to increase penetrance of

the senescence phenotype.

Limitations of the study
Further understanding chromatin opening during senescence

commitment will require mapping key chromatin marks associ-

ated with chromatin accessibility. Demonstrating the pivotal

role of chromatin opening in senescence will necessitate using
lesions and decrease in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma

nd anti-p21 antibodies. Normal pancreas and different grades of pancreatic

f patients used for the analysis of each grade is indicated below the inset. PD,

s from the different patients considered in (A). Four intensities of staining have

f cells for each category of staining intensity is shown in the histogram.

RUNX1 with patients from (D).
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an approach that prevents senescence by globally or selectively

closing chromatin. The latter could be achieved using CRISPR

inhibitor-based methods to catalyze heterochromatin formation

at specific loci. In addition, the memory of oncogenic stress

described here was only evaluated for a brief period in cell cul-

ture. It will be crucial to determine how long cells can retain

thismemory in vivo. Lastly, it is important tomap the critical bind-

ing sites for TFs that regulate senescence commitment using

Cut&Run. The relative contribution of these binding sites in

non-coding versus coding regions should be assessed by delet-

ing them using CRISPR.
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Antibodies

p21 mouse monoclonal BD Pharmingen Cat# 556431; RRID:AB_396415

MCM6 rabbit polyclonal Bethyl Laboratories Cat# A300-194A; RRID:AB_162727

Phospho-ERK 1/2 (p44/p42) Thr202/Tyr204,

rabbit polyclonal

Cell Signaling Cat#4370; RRID:AB_2315112

ERK rabbit polyclonal Cell Signaling Cat#9102;

RRID:AB_330744

Phospho-P90/RSK Santa Cruz sc-377526

a-TUBULIN mouse monoclonal Sigma-Aldrich Cat#T6074;

RRID:AB_477582

Phospho-RBS795 rabbit polyclonal Cell Signaling Cat# 9301; RRID:AB_330013

Phospho-p53S15 rabbit polyclonal Cell Signaling Cat# 9284; RRID:AB_331464

Total P53 mouse monoclonal Santa Cruz Sc-126;

RRID:AB_628082

Phospho-H3S10 rabbit polyclonal Millipore Cat# 06–570; RRID:AB_310177

Phospho-NF-kB P65 Ser536 rabbit monoclonal Cell Signaling Cat#3033;

RRID:AB_331284

ETV4 rabbit polyclonal Abcam ab189826

RUNX1 Rabbit polyclonal Abcam ab23980; RRID:AB_2184205

OCT1 mouse monoclonal Santa Cruz sc-8024;

RRID:AB_628049

MAFB mouse monoclonal Santa Cruz sc-376387;

RRID:AB_10988929

EZH2 rabbit polyclonal Cell Signaling Cat#5246;

RRID:AB_10694683

Phospho-c-RAF (Ser338)

rabbit monoclonal

Cell Signaling Cat#9427;

RRID:AB_2067317

RAF1 rabbit polyclonal Santa Cruz sc-133;

RRID:AB_632305

MEK rabbit polyclonal Cell Signaling Cat#9122;

RRID:AB_823567

Phospho-MEK 1/2 (Ser217/221)

rabbit polyclonal

Cell Signaling Cat#9121;

RRID:AB_331648

DUSP6 rabbit monoclonal Abcam ab76310;

RRID:AB_1523517

c-MYC rabbit polyclonal Santa Cruz sc-789;

RRID:AB_631274

ERa rabbit polyclonal Santa Cruz sc-543;

RRID:AB_631471

Histone H3 rabbit polyclonal Abcam Cat#ab1791; RRID:AB_302613

Goat anti-rabbit IgG (H-L)

conjugated to HRP

Bio-Rad Cat# 170–6515; RRID:AB_11125142

Goat anti-mouse IgG (H-L)

conjugated to HRP

Bio-Rad Cat# 170–6516 RRID:AB_11125547

anti-H-RAS mouse monoclonal Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat#Sc29; RRID:AB_627750

53BP1 rabbit polyclonal Calbiochem Cat# PC712; RRID:AB_564982

Phospho-gammaH2A.XS139

mouse monoclonal

Millipore Cat# 05-636-I; RRID:AB_2755003
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

ETV4 rabbit polyclonal Invitrogen PA5-99226;

RRID:AB_2818159

PML rabbit polyclonal Bethyl Laboratories Cat# A301-167A; RRID:AB_873108

Biological samples

Normal and neoplastic pancreatic tissue CHUM Hepato-pancreatobiliary

Cancer Biobank

This study

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Crystal Violet Bioshop Cat # CRY 422.100

4-Hydroxytamoxifen Sigma-Aldrich Cat# H7904

SCH772984 Selleckchem Cat# S7101

AZD6244 Selleckchem Cat# S1008

oxaliplatin Selleckchem Cat# S1224

5-Fluorouracil (5FU) Selleckchem Cat# S1209

Sn38 (irinotecan) Selleckchem Cat# S4908

DAPI (40,6-Diamidino-2-Phenylindole,

Dihydrochloride)

Invitrogen/Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat #D1306

Potassium hexacyanoferrate(II) trihydrate Sigma-Aldrich Cat #P3289

Potassium ferricyanide(III) Sigma-Aldrich Cat # 702587

cOmplete protease inhibitor Roche Cat # 37378900

Unstained Protein Standard Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat # LC0725

DMEM without pyruvate Wisent Bioproducts Cat# 319-015

FBS Wisent Bioproducts Cat# 091-150

FBS Gibco Cat# 12483020

Micrococcal nuclease Thermo Scientific Cat# 88216

JumpStartTM Tag DNA Polymerase Sigma-Aldrich Cat #D9307

TRIzolTM Reagent Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat #15596026

Hygromycin B Wisent Bioproducts Cat # 450-141-XL

G418 sulfate Wisent Bioproducts Cat# 400-130-UG

Puromycin Wisent Bioproducts Cat # 400-160-EM

hexamethrine bromide (Polybrene) Sigma-Aldrich Cat # 107689

Sodium butyrate Thermo Scientific Chemicals Cat# AAA1107906

DMEM with L-glutamine &

phenol red,without D-glucose

Wisent Bioproducts Cat # 319-061-CL.

Dithiothreitol (DTT) Inalco Cat #1758-9030

4-20% native Polyacrylamide Gel Bio-Rad Cat # 4568094

Bovine Serum Albumin BioShop Cat # ALB001

ABT-263 (Navitoclax) APExBIO Cat # AA3007

ACRYLAMIDE/BIS-ACRYLAMIDE,

30% Solution, 37.5:1

Bioshop Cat# ACR010.502

Deposited data

RNAseq This study GSE220545

ATAC-seq This study GSE254358

Experimental models: Cell lines

Phoenix Ampho packaging cells S. W Lowe MSKCC, New York) RRID:CVCL_H716

IMR90 (normal human diploid fibroblasts) Coriell Institute for Medical Research

(Camden, NJ).

Coriell Cat# I90-83, RRID:CVCL_0347

MRC5 Francis Rodier (CR-CHUM, Montreal) RRID:CVCL_0440

HEK293T (embryonic kidney) American Type Culture Collection

(ATCC, Manassas, VA)

ATCC Cat# CRL-3216,

RRID:CVCL_0063)

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

KP4 Nabeel Bardeesy and Massachusetts General

Hospital Center for Molecular Therapeutics (CMT)

RRID:CVCL_1338

Oligonucleotides

Table S1 for qPCR primers, shRNA target

sequences and PCR cloning primers.

This study N/A

Recombinant DNA

pBABE with selection marker puromycin,

hygromycin or neomycin

Ferbeyre Laboratory (Lessard et al.)35

pBABEpuromycin-H-RASV12 Ferbeyre Laboratory (Lessard et al.)35

pBABE ER and pBABE-ER-RAS Ferbeyre Laboratory (Lessard et al.)35

pLXSN, pLXSN-E6, pLXSN-E7, pLXSN-E6/E7 Ferbeyre Laboratory (Lessard et al.)35

MLPXneo and derivatives with shRNAs for

NTC, ETV4, RUNX1, OCT1A, MAFB, ERK2

This study N/A

MSCV Hygro and derivatives expressing ETV4,

RUNX1, OCT1A, MAFB, cJUN, cFOS,

GATA1, EHF, THRB

This study N/A

Software and algorithms

Prism 6-9 https://www.graphpad.com/ RRID: SCR_002798

Black Zen software http://stmichaelshospitalresearch.ca/wp-content/

uploads/2015/09/ZEN-Black-Quick-Guide.pdf

RRID:SCR_018163

ImageJ https://imagej.net RRID:SCR_003070

Aperio ImageScope https://www.leicabiosystems.com/

digital-pathology/manage/aperio-imagescope/

RRID:SCR_020993

FlowJo https://www.flowjo.com/solutions/flowjo RRID:SCR_008520

LightCycler Software http://www.roche-applied-science.com/shop/

products/absolute-quantification-with-

the-lightcycler-carousel-based-system

RRID:SCR_012155

Bio-Rad CFX384 Real-Time Detection System https://www.bio-rad.com/en-us/product/

cfx384-touch-real-time-pcr-detection-system?

ID=LJB22YE8Z

RRID:SCR_018057

FASTQC http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/

projects/fastqc/

RRID:SCR_014583

TRIMMOMATIC http://www.usadellab.org/cms/

index.php?page=trimmomatic

RRID:SCR_011848

BOWTIE2 http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/

bowtie2/index.shtml

RRID:SCR_016368

Samtools http://htslib.org/ RRID:SCR_002105

deepTools https://deeptools.readthedocs.io/en/develop/ RRID:SCR_016366

MACS2 https://github.com/macs3-project/MACS RRID:SCR_013291

Diffbind http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/DiffBind.html

RRID:SCR_012918

DESeq2 https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/DESeq2.html

RRID:SCR_015687

HOMER http://homer.ucsd.edu/ RRID:SCR_010881

g:Profiler http://biit.cs.ut.ee/gprofiler/ RRID:SCR_006809

GenomicRanges http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/

2.13/bioc/html/GenomicRanges.html

RRID:SCR_000025

STAR http://code.google.com/p/rna-star/ RRID:SCR_004463

RSEM http://deweylab.biostat.wisc.edu/rsem/ RRID:SCR_000262

GSEA http://www.broadinstitute.org/gsea/ RRID:SCR_003199

DIRE http://dire.dcode.org RRID:SCR_003058
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Gerardo

Ferbeyre (g.ferbeyre@umontreal.ca).

Materials availability
All reagents generated in this study are available upon reasonable request to the lead contact.

Data and code availability
d The ATAC-seq data is available at GEO: GSE254358. RNAseq data is available at GEO: GSE220545.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Cells
Phoenix-Ampho packaging cells were a gift from S. W Lowe. HEK-293T cells were obtained from American Type Culture Collection

(ATCC, Manassas, VA). KP4 was a gift from N. Bardeesy. IMR90 was obtained from the Coriell Institute for Medical Research (Cam-

den, NJ). MRC5 was a gift from F. Rodier. All cell lines were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM #319-015-CL;

Wisent) and supplemented with 10% FBS (FBS, Cat. no. 12483020 Gibco for Phoenix, HEK293T and KP4; or FBS Premium, Cat.

no. 091–150 Wisent for IMR90 and MRC5), 1% penicillin/streptomycin sulfate (Cat. no. 450-201-EL, Wisent) and 2 mM

L-glutamine (Cat. no. 609-065-EL, Wisent).

Plasmids
Retroviruses pBABE, pBABE-H-RasV12, pBABE-ER, pBABE-ER-RAS, pLXSN, pLXSN-E6, pLXSN-E7, pLXSN-E6/E7 were

described previously.35 MLPXneo backbone used to clone the following shRNAs (NTC, ETV4, RUNX1, OCT1A, MAFB, ERK2) was

generated by subcloning the Neo/Kan resistance cassette from MSCVneo into MLPpuro with shRNAs using AgeI/ClaI restrictions

sites. These shRNAs were cloned according to67 and using XhoI/EcoRI restriction sites. Plasmids for overexpression of TFs were

either PCR cloned from cDNA originating from IMR90 ER-RAS at Day3 of 4OHT treatment using: BamHI/NotI for MAFB

(NM_005461), NotI/XhoI for EHF (NM_012153), BamHI/XhoI for cFOS (NM_005252), NotI/XhoI for THRB (NM_000461) and XhoI/

HpaI for OCT1A (NM_002697), or PCR cloned from vectors acquired from Addgene: RUNX1 was subcloned from Addgene’s

EF1a_RUNX1_P2A_Hygro_Barcode (Plasmid #120475) into BsaA1/NotI restrictions sites, ETV4 was subcloned from Addgene’s

ETV4_pet28a (Plasmid #131645) into BamHI/NotI restrictions sites, cJUN was subcloned from Addgene’s pMIEG3-c-Jun (Plasmid

#40348) into BamHI/XhoI restrictions sites and finally, GATA1 was subcloned from Addgene’s hGATA-1 WT (Plasmid #118352) into

NotI/XhoI restrictions sites. In all cases, the digested PCR was introduced into the pre-digested MSCVhygro backbone. For PCR

primers used for cloning see Table S1.

METHOD DETAILS

Viral transduction of cells
Retroviral or lentiviral mediated gene transfer was done according to,3 but doing only one round of infection with either half a viral

soup or a quarter of a viral soup. The viral soups were then filtered with a 0.45 mm filter, supplemented with 4 mg/mL of polybrene

(Sigma), and added to target cells. Twenty-four hours after infection, media was changed and 30 h after infections, cells were

selected using the following Wisent-purchased antibiotics: puromycin dihydrochloride (1.25 mg/mL in IMR90/MRC5 and

2.18 mg/mL in KP4) and/or hygromycin (37.5 mg/mL in IMR90/MRC5 and 250 mg/mL in KP4) and/or G418 (500 mg/mL in

IMR90/MRC5).

Chromatin fractionation
Chromatin-bound proteins were obtained using the protocol in.68 For each condition in IMR90 cells, 2 3 10cm plates at 80% con-

fluency were used. Briefly, cells were washed once in PBS and then harvested by scraping in 1mL of ice-cold PBS. Cells were next

spined down at 130 x g for 3 min at 4�C and supernatant was discarded. The cell pellet was resuspended by pipetting up and down 5

times with 5 volumes of ice-cold E1 buffer (50 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.5, 140 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 10% glycerol, 0.5% NP-

40, 0.25% Triton X-100, 1 mM DTT and 1x protease inhibitor cocktail) per 1 volume of cell pellet. Cells were spined down at 1100 x g

for 2 min at 4�C and supernatant (cytoplasmic fraction) was transferred into a separate tube. The cell pellet was resuspended once

again in the same volume of E1 buffer and spun down at 1100 x g for 2min at 4�C. The supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was

resuspended for the last time in the same volume of E1 buffer before a 10-min incubation on ice. Cells were once again spined down

at 1100 x g for 2min at 4�Cand the supernatant was discarded. The pellet was resuspended in 2 volumes of ice-cold E2 buffer (10mM
22 Cell Reports 43, 114044, April 23, 2024
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Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 200mMNaCl, 1 mMEDTA pH 8.0, 0.5mMEGTA pH 8.0, and 1x protease inhibitor cocktail). Cells were spined down

at 1100 x g for 2 min at 4�C and the supernatant (nucleoplasmic fraction) was transferred into a separate tube. As with the E1 buffer,

the cell pellet was washed once again with 2 volumes of E2 buffer, spun down, and then re-incubated a last time for 10min on ice with

the E2 buffer before centrifugation at 1100 x g for 2 min at 4�C. The supernatant was discarded once again. The pellet (chromatin

fraction) was carefully resuspended with 5 volumes of ice-cold E3 buffer (500 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, and 1x protease

inhibitor cocktail) per cell pellet volume (enough for a sonication probe), making sure not to lose the pellet as it is sticky. Extracts were

sonicated for 5min, 15 s ON/15 s OFF at 20%of maximum power using an FB120 sonicator (Fisher Scientific) with a CL-18 probe. All

cellular fractions for each condition were next spined down at 16,000 x g for 10 min at 4�C and the supernatant was transferred into

new tubes. Protein concentration was assessed using Pierce BCA Protein Assay kit and plates were read with a spectrophotometer

at 562nm.

Western-blots
Western blots were performed as previously described.35 For antibodies see Table S2.

MNase assays
For each condition, 2-10x106 cells (for IMR90: 13 10cmplate at ±90%confluencywith or without hyperproliferation) were pelleted at

500 x g for 5 min at room temperature. It is important to know the exact number of cells at this step, to adjust the quantity of enzyme

later to ensure the same ratio of enzyme units per cell between each condition for this assay. Cells were thenwashed once in PBS and

pelleted once again at 500 x g for 5 min at room temperature. For each condition, cells were crosslinked by resuspending the cell

pellet in 10mL of 1% formaldehyde in PBS and tumbled end over end for 10 min at room temperature. The crosslinking reaction

was stopped by adding 30mL of 1M Tris-HCl pH 8.0 to a final concentration of 750mM agitating by tumbling for 2 min at room tem-

perature. Cells were next pelleted at 750 x g for 5 min at room temperature, resuspended in PBS to wash, and re-pelleted once again

at 750 x g for 5 min at room temperature. Cells were next resuspended in 1mL PBS and transferred in an Eppendorf before centri-

fugating at 750 x g for 5 min. The supernatant was then discarded before flash-freezing the cell pellet in liquid nitrogen. Pellets were

kept at�80�Cuntil ready to proceed further. ForMNase digestion, the cell pellet was resuspended in PBS+0.1%Triton X-100 + 1mM

CaCl2 to get 1x106 cells per 200mL and incubated for 2min at room temperature. Then, 0.5U ofMicrococcal nuclease (Cat. no.88216,

Thermo Scientific) per million cells was added to the resuspended cells and the digestion tube was incubated at 37�C. After 5 min,

200mL of the digestion tube was transferred to new Eppendorf tubes containing final concentrations of 10mMEDTA and 5mMEGTA,

and these tubes were kept on ice while processing the next conditions to halt the reaction. The samples were then adjusted to 0.5%

SDS and 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0. Samples were then incubated with RNase 1X (Roche) for 30 min at 37 �C, then with 400 mg/mL of

Proteinase K (NEB) for 120 min at 55 �C, and then incubated at 65 �C for 60 min to reverse crosslinks. DNA was then recovered by

phenol-chloroform extraction followed by ethanol/sodium acetate precipitation. Briefly, one volume of phenol:chloroform: isoamyl

alcohol (Sigma) was added to each sample and the tubes were inverted thoroughly by hand for ±20 s. Samples were centrifuged

for 5min at 16,0003 g at room temperature. The upper phasewas carefully pipetted and transferred to a fresh tube. Then, 0.1 volume

of 3M Sodium Acetate pH 5, 2 volumes of 100%Ethanol, and 10mg of glycogen (ThermoFisher Scientific, Cat.no. R0551) were added

to each tube and quickly vortexed. Samples were chilled at �20�C for 30 min and then spined at 4 �C at 16,000 x g for 10 min. The

supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was washed with 750mL of cold 70% EtOH before centrifugation at 4 �C at 16,000 x g for

5 min. The supernatant was again discarded, and the pellet was air dried for ±10 min before dissolving it with a 1 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0

and 0.1 mM EDTA solution. Samples were resolved on a 1.5% agarose gel and visualized with ImageJ software to quantify mono-

nucleosomes (band at ±146 bp), heterochromatin (>1500bp smear), and total DNA intensity for each lane. The percentage of net

chromatin opening was obtained by normalizing the intensity (I) of the mononucleosome band on the heterochromatin band for

each lane.
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Cell proliferation assay
Proliferation and colony assay (assessed by a crystal violet retention assay) were performed as previously described.35 Briefly, cells

(10,000–15,000 cells for IMR90/MRC5 and 20,000 cells for KP4) were plated in several 12-well plates with 3 technical replicates for

each biological replicate. One plate of each condition and time point was fixed by a 10-min incubation at room temperature with a 1%

glutaraldehyde solution in PBS 1X and then washed in PBS. During growth assays, media was replaced every 2–3 days. After fixation

of all time points, cells were stained with 0.1% crystal violet in PBS for 30 min at room temperature under agitation. The crystal violet

solution was then removed and plates were washed in tap water 15 times until no more crystal violet could dissolve in water. Plates

were then dried at room temperature for at least 24h. To assess growth, crystal violet was dissolved in 10% acetic acid in water for

20 min under agitation. An equal volume of dissolved crystal violet solution was then transferred in 96-well plates and OD was
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measured at 590nm. To avoid saturation of dissolved crystal violet, twice or thrice the volume of 10% acetic acid was used for very

confluent wells; and OD values were multiplied with dilution factor. OD values were finally normalized on values at Day 0 for each

condition, before normalizing on experimental internal control.

SA-b-gal assay
For IMR90 and MRC5, cells were washed with PBS and then fixed in 0.5% glutaraldehyde in PBS for 15 min at room temper-

ature 4–5 days after plating. Cells were then rinsed twice with PBS and incubated twice for 10 min in PBS at pH 6.0 with 1mM

MgCl2. This solution was then replaced by the pre-warmed and pre-filtered (0.45mm) staining solution (PBS pH 6.0, 1mM MgCl2,

1 mg/mL X-Gal, 5mM potassium ferricyanide and 5mM potassium ferrocyanide) and cells were incubated for 1–6 h at 37�C pro-

tected from the light. For KP4, we used the same protocol except for the staining solution which is prepared in Milli-Q water

rather than PBS and contains 40mM citric acid, 40mM Sodium Phosphate Monobasic pH 6.0, 150mM NaCl, 200mM MgCl2,

1 mg/mL X-Gal, 5mM potassium ferricyanide and 5mM potassium ferrocyanide. For all SA-b-gal assays, reactions were stopped

by replacing the staining solution with 100mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0. Pictures were taken with an Evos XL Core light microscope

(AMEX1000 from Invitrogen).

Histology and immunohistochemistry
Normal and neoplastic pancreatic tissues were obtained from the CHUM Hepatopancreatobiliary Cancer Biobank and Database,

approved by the institutional review board (No. 09.237), from patients who provided written informed consent. Identification of tis-

sues and areas with normal, low-grade dysplasia, high-grade dysplasia, well and poorly differentiated pancreatic ductal adenocar-

cinoma was done by pathologists (F.A., V.Q.-H.T.) on H&E-stained tissue slides. Selected tissue blocks were cut into 4mm slides.

After normal deparaffinization, tissues were stained using the Benchmark XT automated stainer (Ventana Medical Systems, Roche).

Antigen retrieval was then performed using Tris-EDTA buffer, pH 7.8 (Cell Conditioning #1 solution fromVentanaMedical System Inc.)

for 60 min at 95�C. Slides were then incubated at 37�C with anti-ETV4 antibody (1:350, PA5-99226, Invitrogen) or anti-RUNX1 anti-

body (1:250, ab23980, Abcam) for 60 min. Revelation was performed using the DAB Detection Kit (Ventana Medical System Inc.).

Finally, tissue sections were counterstained with hematoxylin and bluing reagent (Ventana Medical System Inc.). Slides were

scanned using the Aperio Verso 200 slide scanner microscope with a 203 0.8 NA objective with a 0.275MPP resolution (Leica Bio-

systems). Scoring of IHC staining was performed by two pathologists, among which a GI specialist, using the Image Scope software

(Leica Biosystems) for visualization of slides.

Immunofluorescence and FACS analysis
Immunofluorescence experiments were done according to.3 For antibodies, see Table S2. Images were acquired with a Zeiss Axio

Imager Z2 upright microscope using 63X or 100X objectives with a sCMOS 16-bit Prime camera (Photometrics) and/or CCD 12-bit

AxioCam MRm3 camera (Zeiss) and ZEN 2 Imager (2.0.14283.302). Images were processed with the ZEN Black Software.

For FACS, cells were first trypsinized and washed with PBS. Then, for each condition, 500,000 cells were resuspended and incu-

bated with 0.5mL of 4%PFA for 10 min at 37�C. These cells were then washed with PBS-BSA 2%, followed by permeabilization with

1mL of cold 90%methanol (MeOH) drop by drop under the vortex. Cells were then kept inMeOH for 30min in ice. Subsequently, 3mL

of PBS-BSA 2%was added to each tube for washing. Cells were then resuspended in 1mL of PBS-BSA 2% and split into two tubes,

each containing 250,000 cells in 0.5mL. Cells were once again washed by completing each tube with an additional 3mL PBS-BSA

2%. Cell pellets were then resuspended in 50mL of PBS-BSA 2%with primary antibody and incubated at room temperature for 1h. Of

note, the same amount of antibody (in ng) was used for rabbit IgG control isotype (Cell Signaling, 3900S) and p-ERK antibody (Cell

Signaling, 4370). Cells were then washed again with PBS-BSA 2% and the pellet was resuspended in 50mL of the same solution but

with the secondary antibody this time (Alexa Fluor 647 goat anti-rabbit IgG Invitrogen). Cells were incubated for 30 min at room tem-

perature in the dark and then washed with PBS-BSA 2%. Cells were finally resuspended in 250mL of PBS and analyzed by flow cy-

tometry with the BD FACSymphony A3 Cell Analyzer.

RT-qPCR
Total RNA was extracted from samples using TRIzol (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and then reverse tran-

scribed using All-In-One 5X RT MasterMix (ABM, Cat.no. G592). Gene expression was determined with a LightCycler 96 (software

version 1.1) Real-Time PCRSystem (Roche Applied Science) or with a CFX384 (software CFXMaestro version 1.1) Real-Time system

(Bio-Rad), using SYBR Green technologies as described previously.69 Used qPCR primers are presented in Table S1.

ATAC-seq
Cells were harvested, and counted, and then 100K cells were resuspended in 500mL of Freezing medium (50% FBS/40% growth

media/10% DMSO) and kept in a liquid nitrogen tank until shipping. These cells were then shipped to Active Motif for preparing

ATAC-seq libraries and sequencing (cat. no.53150). The quality of the raw reads was assessed with FASTQC v0.11.9. After exam-

ining the quality of the raw reads, trimming was performed with TRIMMOMATIC v0.36. The reads were aligned to the human refer-

ence genome (release v104) with BOWTIE2 v2.3.5 with a mean of 99% of reads uniquely mapped. Alignments were post-processed

to remove PCR duplicates (Picard tool v2.26.3) and readsmapping to mitochondrial DNA (Samtools v1.10). To represent the real Tn5
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transposase binding sites of 9bp, the coordinates of the reads were shifted by +4bp for the plus strand and by -5bp for the minus

strand, using deepTools v3.5.1. The former was also used to remove ENCODE’s blacklisted regions (signal artifacts regions) and

convert bam files to BEDPE format. MACS2 was used to identify significant peaks. Diffbind v3.10.0 R (v4.3.1) package was used

to generate the count matrix of Tn5 insertion site numbers for each consensus peak (peaks that were present in all samples). Differ-

entially accessible regions (DARs) were identified between conditions using DESeq2 v1.40.2 R (v4.3.1) package.

DARs were annotated with their closest feature and different transcription binding motifs identified with HOMER v4.11. A non-

biased motif search was also performed with HOMER v4.11, to identify all known motifs and de novo motifs in these regions. In

this step, the consensus peaks among all three conditions were considered as background. Some motifs were not very abundant

in the target sequences, but they are still significant given that they were very rare in the background sequences.

For each comparison, statistically significant DARs (padj %0.05) were separated into 2 groups: more open and more closed, ac-

cording to the sign of their log2 fold-change values. These groups were used for genome ontology distribution figures as well as gene

ontology analyses with gProfiler v1.0.0. The closest annotated gene to each DAR was used for gene ontology enrichment. Results of

gProfiler were only considered if the term size was between 15 and 2000, and an intersection size of at least 3. Heat maps were built

by comparing DARs shared for the comparisons 12 vs. 1.5, 3 vs. 12, and 3 vs. 1.5 and called common DARs (Figure 3A) or by consid-

ering all open DARs unique for each condition (Figure S4B). Bioinformatics analyses were performed at the Bioinformatics core fa-

cility from Montreal Clinical Research Institute (IRCM).

NAD and LAD annotations were retrieved from Chan et al. 2022 supplementary materials (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/

articles/PMC8933007/). The intersection of all common peaks NADs or LADs was performed with bedtools v2.31.0, Genomi-

cRanges" and "tracklayer". After reading DARs and genomic coordinates of LADs and NADs, GRanges object was generated using

GenomicRanges package. FindOverlaps from theGenomicRanges packagewas used to find overlaps between the peaks and LADs/

NAD. Then ggplot2 was used to create violin plots. These two plots are used for visualization of the distribution of log2FoldChange

values for peaks overlapping with NADs and LADs. It includes peaks that are in NADs vs. not in NADs, and also the same for LADs.

The genomic coordinates for repetitive sequences were downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser, hg38 genome assembly.

RNA-seq: Library preparation for RNA-Sequencing and data analysis
RNA was extracted as above mentioned in the RT-qPCR section until the precipitation step. However, once at the RNA precipitation

step, isopropanol-containing RNA samples were loaded on anRNeasy column (QiagenMini Kit #74106). RNAwas obtained following

the protocol in the kit and then solubilized in 50mL of RNAse-free water. RNA quality was assessed on a BioAnalyzer (RNA Nano for

>100K cells) and concentration was determined using Qubit BR. All samples had a RIN above 9.5. Then, 1000 ng of total RNA was

used for library preparation using the KAPA mRNAseq Hyperprep kit (KAPA, Cat no. KK8581). Ligation was made with 64 nM final

concentration of Illumina index and 9 PCR cycles were required to amplify cDNA libraries. Libraries were quantified by QuBit and

BioAnalyzer DNA1000. All libraries were diluted to 10 nM and normalized by qPCR using the KAPA library quantification kit

(KAPA; Cat no. KK4973). Libraries were pooled to equimolar concentration. Sequencingwas performedwith the Illumina Nextseq500

using the Nextseq High Output Kit (86 cycles) using 2.2 p.m. of the pooled libraries. Around 20M single-end PF reads were generated

per sample. Library preparation and sequencing wasmade at the Institute for Research in Immunology and Cancer’s Genomics Plat-

form (IRIC).

Sequences were trimmed for sequencing adapters and low-quality 30 bases using Trimmomatic version 0.3570 and aligned to the

reference human genome version GRCh38 (gene annotation from Gencode version 26, based on Ensembl 88) using STAR version

2.5.1b.71 Gene expressions were then obtained both as read count directly from STAR as well as computed using RSEM72 to obtain

gene and transcript level expression, either in TPM or FPKM values, for these stranded RNA libraries. DESeq2 version 1.18.173 was

then used to normalize gene read counts. GSEA was used to identify gene sets that are concordant with the transcript that changed

upon commitment.74 Transcription factors acting on differentially expressed genes were predicted using DIRE (https://dire.dcode.

org/).

Analysis of the dynamics of commitment
To understand the transition through the SeRP, we mapped the expression of the senescent phenotype (S) as a function of the

changes in RAS-MAPK signals induced by 4OHT over different days. The percent of senescence cells increases and saturates to

a particular value which can be seen through a 3D Hill function fit i.e.,

S = a
xn

ðK1
n+xnÞ

tm

ðK2
m+tmÞ (Equation 1)

where, a is the maximum value for senescent cells induction, n and m are Hill’s coefficients corresponding to RAS-MAPK signal in-

tensity and time. The value of n is 4.57 and m is 7.06. Furthermore, we fit the equation using Python’s curve_fit function in the raw

dataset to estimate the parameters of this 3d Hill function as shown in Fig.1M-N.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis (two-tailed Student’s t-test) was performed using GraphPad Prism 8 and One-way ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey

HSD Test using the Astatsa website. A value of p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Experiments were repeated at least

three times, with some exceptions indicated in figure legends. Experiments that were performed less than three times include three

technical triplicates.
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